
Sunday 24th March 2019 

Barnet Sunday League Senior Cup Quarter-Final at Hadley F.C. 
 

Kick-Off: 10.38.a.m. (Referee Late) 
 

Result: PARK ROYALS ........................ 8   EDMONTON ROVERS ...................... 1 Half-Time: 3-0 
 

SHIRT NUMBER TEAM (3-4-1-2) GOAL TIMES 

1 GK Harold OFORI   

14 RCB Lexton HARRISON   

5 SW Richard HARRIS   

2 LCB Troy BLAKE   

3 RM Oshade WATSON OFF 78  

18 CM Mustafa FARHAN   

4 CM Henry AKINSANMI   

17 LM Josh BAPTISTE OFF 83  

10 ACM Jack BANGS   

9 CF Ayo MATTHEWS  59 Mins. 

8 CF Leon McKENZIE-McKAY (Captain)   

SUBSTITUTES 

20 RM Dave NGUYEN ON 78  

16 LM Louis BENNETT Sr. ON 83  

     

     

     

OWN GOALS Scored For Us:   
 

MANAGER: Tony McKay     OTHER CLUB MEMBERS PRESENT: L.Hughes, R.Bennett, M.Bennett, S.Woolley    ATTENDANCE: 32 

REFEREE: Lanre Raji         OFFICIAL LINESMEN: Ollie Simnock & Bob Cleary                                  

BOOKINGS: None          SENDING-OFFS: None 

WEATHER CONDITIONS: Warm & Sunny. No wind.            STATE OF PITCH: Perfect 
 

UNAVAILABILITY:  (16 Players): Aiden Kavanagh, Kai McAuley, Arron Sebastian (All Family Commitments), Sam Woolley, Curtis 

Baalam, Daniel Daley, Nassir Ali, Marlon Bennett, Eni Bezati, Louis Bennett Jr. (All Injured), Zak Mohamud (Illness), Myles Forde 

(GK), Daniel Cascoe, Jimmy Nguyen (All Working), Nana Obeng (Uni Exams)   Sunday Morning Drop-Outs: Tyronne Petrie (Working) 
 

OPPONENTS’ LINE-UP (4-2-3-1):  1. Dem Pachnis (GK); 16. Robbie Impleton (RB), 6. Daniel Stout (RCB), 29. Lewis Impleton 

(LCB), 14. David Spratt (LB); 8. Tom Brown (CM Holding…Captain), 4. Charlie Mabbett (CM Holding); 9. Larry Atkin (RM), 21. 

Bertie Shelley (ACM), 17. Ed Davies (LM); 7. Nick Brown (CF)  Subs.  10. Parsa Sadigh (On for T.Brown – 11 Mins.),  11. Cleon 

Ramsay (On at HT for Davies), 23. Will Parpoint (On for N.Brown – 80 Mins.) 
 

OPPONENTS’ GOALSCORERS:  N.Brown (6, 10, 67 Mins.), Atkin (30 Mins.), Shelley (46, 69, 88 Mins.), L.Impleton (57 Mins.)  
 

 

MATCH REPORT 

We had been extremely fortunate to reach this League Senior Cup Quarter-Final after losing 4-1 to Division Three leaders Zenit St. 

Whetstone Reserves in the previous round, only for them to foolishly bring on a ringer for the last five minutes to give us an undeserved 

walkover win. Our opponents for this match, Park Royals though, were rather more organised, and with them being one of the better sides in 

the Premier Division and having won four out of their last five matches, we were always likely to suffer a heavy defeat with defender Harold 

Ofori having to play in goal and the likes of Tyronne Petrie, Aiden Kavanagh, Curtis Baalam and Sam Woolley all missing in addition to 

numerous others. Indeed it took Park Royals just 6 minutes to take the lead when Troy Blake missed his clearance from a harmless-looking 

cross, allowing lone forward Nick Brown an easy finish in a one-on-one with Ofori, then Brown made it 2-0 just four minutes later with 

another close-range finish after battling his way through Richard Harris and Lexton Harrison’s attempted challenges and it was pretty much 

‘game over’ already. We did then create one or two chances ourselves as we were at least fielding a reasonable forward line, but it was the 

lack of key players in the holding midfield area that meant we were always going to get overpowered by opponents who were all comfortable 

on the ball in there and able to move it about quickly between the lines. That saw them go 3-0 up in the 30th minute when Lexton Harrison 

couldn’t find a midfielder showing for the ball and inadvertently passed it to a Park Royals player instead, who then crossed it into the 6-

yard box for Larry Atkin to run onto and easily lob stand-in keeper Ofori. That was the score at the break, but despite some harsh words 

being said at Half-Time, we conceded another bad goal just 24 seconds into the Second Half when Troy Blake gave the ball away to an 

unmarked Bertie Shelley, who then played an excellent one-two with Nick Brown to make it 4-0 with a first-time finish into the bottom 

corner. However, we continued to create some chances ourselves with Henry Akinsanmi hitting the crossbar with a free-kick and Jack Bangs 

just failing to connect with an Oshade Watson cross in front of goal, but Park Royals took another one of their chances in the 57th minute to 

make it 5-0 as Lewis Impleton was left completely unmarked to head in a long diagonal free-kick. Ayo Matthews then finally managed to pull 

a goal back in the 59th minute with a deflected shot after good work by Oshade Watson to set him up, but there was no chance of any 

comeback and we soon found ourselves conceding a sixth goal after 67 minutes when Nick Brown completed his hat-trick by heading in from 

the rebound after a Daniel Stout header had bounced off the crossbar. It was then time for Bertie Shelley to also notch a hat-trick by making 

it 7-1 in the 69th minute after going clean through, then rounding off the scoring two minutes from time with a similar goal as our back 

three decided to play a suicidal offside trap for the umpteenth time in the match. It was a demoralising defeat for us, and we now have to 

hope that enough players put this behind them and make an effort to turn up for our three remaining League games this season.   


